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Abstract — Normal Stresses and Interface Displacement: Influence of Viscoelasticity on Enhanced Oil Recovery Efficiency — One of chemical Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) methods consists in injecting aqueous solutions of polymers into the reservoir in order to improve mobility ratio between the injected fluid and the remaining oil. This “polymer flooding” process is usually only characterized with the low shear viscosity of the injected fluid, even if these aqueous solutions are strongly shear thinning and may show high elastic properties evidenced by normal stresses appearance. In order to study the mechanisms at the interface level, we develop simple model experimentations with the goal of quantifying the influence of viscoelastic properties on fluid displacement in a simple geometry.

For this purpose, we propose and characterize a model fluid formulation, for which elastic and viscous effects can be tuned systematically. We study then the displacement of a viscous oil by a Newtonian non
elastic, a viscoelastic or a purely shear thinning fluid in a two dimensional flow cell. Observing the shape of the interface between aqueous fluids and displaced oil permits to appreciate viscoelasticity effects on the displacement. Using model geometries and controlled rheology fluids, we show that viscoelastic fluids tend to better displace immiscible liquids than Newtonian fluids and that those effects are closely related to the apparitions of normal stresses independently of shear thinning property or variation of interfacial tension as soon as viscous effects govern the flow.

INTRODUCTION

Chemical EOR (Enhanced Oil Recovery) processes consist in the injection of a chemical formulation into the reservoir that will promote the displacement of oil toward the producing well. Different formulations may be used depending on the reservoir characteristics and the technico-economical balance of the project.

Injection of polymer will enhance the recovery at a macroscopic scale by improving the mobility ratio between the oil and the displacing fluid, while surfactant or alkaline surfactant processes will mobilise residual oil at a microscopic scale by decreasing capillary forces that trap the oil into the reservoir. In polymer flooding, the trapping conditions (depending on the interfacial tension between oil and aqueous phase) will be quasi equivalent to a secondary recovery (water injection), therefore, the recovery efficiency at the microscopic scale is theoretically not modified [1].

The polymers commonly used in polymer flooding are synthetic polyacrylamides at concentrations ranging from 200 to 2000 ppm, with high molecular weight – usually around 20 x 10^6 g/mol – and with various degree of hydrolysation [2]. Rheological behaviour of such polyacrylamide solutions shows two features that may be specially noticed. First, the fluid is extremely shear thinning and second, there is an elastic component which is not negligible under the form of the first normal stresses difference (\(N_1\)).

Non linear properties, such as normal stress differences and extensional viscosity, exist as a result of anisotropic microstructures (which is the case of polyacrylamides) and the ability to recover its structure when subjected to shear and extensional stress. Normal stresses are responsible of phenomena like Weissenberg effect (rod climbing) or “die swell” (post extrusion swelling of elastic fluids), in the other hand, extensional viscosity is defined as the resistance of the fluid to an extensional flow like one can encounter in flow in porous media [3].

Since the first studies on enhanced oil recovery, a very few fields did have implemented polymer flooding at a large scale. The Daqing field in China is one of the rare examples where tertiary recovery by polymer flooding has been heavily experienced since 1996. Additional recovery of oil around 11% was obtained [4]. With more than ten years of practicing polymer flooding, the Daqing field is an important source of information and is a proof of the effectiveness of this process. While the theoretical increase of oil production is usually attributed only to the mobility ratio improvement, some recent experimental observations from Daqing field, suggest that the viscoelasticity of polyacrylamide solutions (characterized by the first normal stress difference) contributes to improve the mobilization of residual oil at a microscopic scale [5]. Even if several mechanisms at the pore scales have been proposed to explain these observations, no clear distinction between viscous, extensional and elastic effects on oil mobilization and displacement has been established.

With the purpose of decoupling mechanisms and examining elastic influence at a relevant scale, we try in this work to establish the effect of the elastic property of a displacing fluid on the dynamic interface formed with an immiscible displaced fluid. To do so, we propose very simple experiments with model fluids that have been specially designed to tune independently elastic and viscous components.

The driving of a more viscous fluid by a less viscous one has been widely studied [6]. When viscous effects are sufficiently large compared to capillary effects that leads to the Saffman-Taylor instability, where the interface evolves in the form of fingers because this feature minimizes the viscous dissipation. For larger capillary effects a single finger finally forms through the viscous fluid. It was shown that a viscoelastic behaviour of the pushed fluid tends to increase this finger width [7]. This suggests that the opposite effect could occur if the non-viscoelastic fluid is pushed. The lack of studies of this configuration, less viscous fluids pushed by more viscous viscoelastic fluids, and its potential importance in polymer flooding establishes the motivation of our study.

1 BACKGROUND

Since the pioneering work of Stegemeier [8], it is well known that the oil saturation at the pore scale can be substantially decreased only if the capillary number (balance between viscous and capillary forces) is largely increased (at least two or three decades). Using polymer flood leads to a capillary number only several times higher than the waterflood value, therefore not enough to play a role on the microscopic scale oil displacement. However, since these early days, several experimental observations on cores and in the field showed higher recovery when using polymer flood than using waterflood [9]. The high recovery factor that has been attained in Daqing after several years of polymer flooding (up to 12% [5]) has led to attribute the increase in displacement efficiency to the viscoelastic nature of the injected polymer solutions. In 2000 [10], experiments on cores showed that the oil...
recovery was 5 to 8% higher when polymer flooded than when water flooded. Similar results came from the field where the recovery for polymer or ASP (Alkaline Surfactant Polymer) processes was every time higher than expected from theoretical curves taking into account only the capillary forces. Experiments on glass-etched cores gave the same results, and explanations were proposed regarding the elastic properties of the displacing fluids. Wang et al. [11] performed several experiments on cores and on micromodels with different pores configurations. In 2002 [5], they showed with experiments of microscopic percolating flow that viscoelasticity plays a role on the recovery for various types of residual oil (droplet, oil film, dead-end pore, etc.) and that residual oil could be pulled into an “oil thread channel” when using polyacrylamide solutions. In 2006, Yin et al. [12] proposed a numerical simulation of flowing of viscoelastic fluids in “dead-end pores” using a Modified Upper-Convected Maxwell rheological model (MUCM) taking into account elasticity and shear thinning properties of polyacrylamide solutions. The main conclusion was that the fluid viscoelasticity plays a major role in the improvement of recovery in dead-end pores, by enlarging flow lines therefore diminishing no flow zones. Several other publications from Daqing researchers confirm this effect, proposing qualitative mechanisms linking the effect of driving fluid elasticity to the modification of micro flow lines at the pore scale. Huh and Pope [9] performed a stability analysis of an oil column surrounded by a polymer annulus in a circular tube configuration. They showed that the elasticity of the polymer solution (represented by a Maxwell fluid model) could delay the breakage of the oil column into droplets, thereby reducing the oil saturation. More recently, Wang et al. [13] published field results showing that the use of viscoelastic fluid flooding yields very good results with incremental oil recovery about 20% of the original oil in place (almost twice the recovery obtained with conventional polymer flooding). They also claimed that the economics of the method as well as the technical difficulty linked to fluid management are about the same as a classical polymer flood.

All these innovative observations lead to the conclusion that the non-Newtonian characteristics of the displacing fluid in polymer flooding do play a role in the oil displacement at the pore scale. In order to describe the physical mechanisms that are at the origin of these effects, one needs to distinguish between the different non-Newtonian rheological properties that are significant for polymer fluids, and to establish quantitatively the effects on simple flow characteristics before gathering these mechanisms into a unified recovery model.

With this objective, we decided to focus on a sufficiently simple situation and to study the influence of elastic properties of a displacing fluid on the dynamic interface with a lower viscosity displaced fluid in a straight channel. In order to clarify the situation regarding the viscoelastic properties and in particular distinguish the impact of elastic and shear thinning effects, we worked with model fluids well characterised, with the ability to adjust normal stresses, and shear thinning property.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental Setup

As shown in Figure 1, our experimental set up consists in a rectangular cross section channel made of glass (thickness: $2d = 2$ mm; width: $D = 2$ cm) partially filled with a viscous displacing fluid. Different types of displacing fluids are used: a Newtonian one, a viscoelastic one and a shear thinning one; they are detailed below. A less viscous Newtonian oil (Silicon oil HV100, Rhodorsil) of viscosity 0.1 Pa.s is introduced by a syringe pump placed on the top of the cell.

At rest, without any flow, the interface between both fluids is slightly concave due to wetting of the aqueous phase on the hydrophilic glass surface. The channel is mostly filled with oil (top) and partly with the viscous displacing fluid (bottom). The interface is located at a distance from the lower inlet around five times the channel width, which is larger than the theoretical entrance length ($l_0$) [14]. Entrance effects are then expected to be negligible on the subsequent flow characteristics around the interface.

The displacement experiment begins with the injection, at constant flow rate $Q$, of the viscous displacing fluid from the lower inlet using a syringe pump system, that pushes the oil vertically through the channel with an injection velocity of magnitude $v$ ($v = Q/dD$). Flow characteristics are observed from that time following the evolution of the interface from above the largest channel side (plane $(x, y)$ in which $x$ is the main flow direction). Images are acquired with a CCD camera (50 Hz) and processed with MATLAB in order to obtain the

---

Figure 1

Experimental setup.
interface profiles. All the displacements experiments into the channel and rheological tests were carried out at room temperature (22 ± 1°C). The Reynolds numbers range covered by these experiences is between $1 \times 10^{-2}$ and 10.

Within the displacement experience, two periods can be differentiated. The first one represents a non-steady state in which the shape of the interface continuously evolves until a definitive shape is reached, representing the beginning of the steady state zone. This final, stabilised shape can thus be considered characteristic of a given flow condition.

2.2 Formulation and Characterization of Fluids

As for the Newtonian displacing fluid, we used a sugarcane syrup (Canadou®) with a constant viscosity $\eta = 0.16$ Pa.s, considered as the reference Newtonian fluid. The viscoelastic system is a non-hydrolyzed PAM (Polyacrylamide, Aldrich) in a water-Canadou solution as solvent and NaCl (0.2%) to impose a constant ionic strength. This system was chosen for two main reasons: its viscosity is nearly constant in a wide range of shear rates and it exhibits elasties properties which can be modified through formulation. Such a fluid is derived from the viscoelastic fluids known as Boger fluids [15-18]. Two viscoelastics formulations with different elastic levels, as a result of different concentrations of the same polymer (6 000 and 4 000 ppm of Polyacrylamide in water, 0.2% NaCl) were formulated. They are respectively named in the following PAM-6000 and PAM-4000. We also used a water-Xanthan (5 000 ppm of Xanthan, Aldrich) solution which represents a non-elastic shear thinning fluid.

The rheological characteristics of these fluids in steady state simple shear, i.e. the shear stress $\tau$ and the first normal stress difference $N_1$ as a function of the shear rate $\dot{\gamma}$, were measured with a controlled stress rheometer (AR2000, TA Instruments) equipped with a cone and plate geometry (diameter: 4 cm; angle: 2°). The normal force was measured via a gauge placed below the bottom plate. In addition, we have performed oscillatory tests in order to determine the relaxation time ($\lambda$) of the viscoelastic formulations using the same geometry. Note that in such a geometry, in a spherical coordinate system ($\theta$, $\phi$, $t$) with $\theta$ the angle from the vertical central axis and $r$ the distance from the central point, we have $\dot{\gamma} = (\sin \theta)dv_\phi/d\theta$, $\tau = \sigma_{00}$ and $N_1 = \sigma_{00} - \sigma_{\phi\phi}$, where $v_\phi$ is the azimuthal velocity and $\sigma_{i,j}$ are the stress tensor components [19]. Rheological characterizations are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

Figure 2

Stress-shear rate curves of displacing fluids: Newtonian Canadou (●), viscoelastic PAM-4000 (○), PAM-6000 (▼) and shear thinning Xanthan solution (×).
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Figure 3

$N_1$ as a function of shear rate for PAM-4000 (○) and PAM-6000 (▼), on the right $N_1/\tau$ is shown for PAM-4000 (○) and PAM-6000 (▼) as a measure of its elasticity.
The two viscoelastic systems and the Newtonian fluid exhibit shear viscosities larger than the oil viscosity and roughly similar in the range between 1 and 1000 s⁻¹.

The data for normal stress difference were reproducible and reliable only above a threshold value of the order of 10 Pa. For the Xanthan solution \( N_1 \) was insignificant. It is remarkable that for the PAM solutions \( N_1/\tau \) progressively increases from about 0.5 to 10 when \( \gamma \) increases from 10 s⁻¹ to 1000 s⁻¹. The more concentrated solution of PAM is considered to be more “elastic” because its relative normal force \( (N_1/\tau) \) is greater compared to the less concentrated solution. As additional information, normal forces begin to be relevant (more than 10 Pa) in PAM-6000 for shear rate around 30 s⁻¹ and above; on the other side, the same is true for PAM-4000 for shear rate around 70 s⁻¹.

The interfacial tension between the viscous fluids and the oil was measured with a tensiometer (TK100, Kruss) and was between 26.1 ± 0.5 mN/m and 34.5 ± 0.3 mN/m. For some tests, we obtained a much lower value (ten times lower than the non-treated interface) by adding a surfactant SPAN80 (1%) to the silicon oil.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Imposed Flow Rate Displacement Experiment: Newtonian vs Elastic

The first oil displacement experiments (Fig. 4) were carried out at imposed flow rates for both the Newtonian and the most elastic fluid (PAM-6000) and the following observations were established:

- the oil/fluid interface is displaced in both cases at the same macroscopic velocity (as expected, because it’s a consequence of the constant imposed flow rate);
- the shape of the interface reaches a steady-state after certain distance inside the cell;
- that shape is well distinguishable when the Newtonian and the elastic fluid are compared.

3.2 Influence of the Flow Rate on the Steady State Profile: Newtonian vs Elastic

A further study varying the imposed flow rate shows that for the Newtonian displaced fluid, the shape of the steady state interface depends on the velocity of the displacing fluid. The interface is sharper as the velocity of the displacing fluid increases.

To explain what is seen in Figure 5, we consider that the interfacial tension acts like a stabilizing element of the profile whereas the injection velocity of the fluid, representative of its inertia, has the role of destabilizing effect [20]. In these experiments, interfacial tension is constant, and a progressive increase of the volumetric flow results in the total instability of the interface front, which indeed occurred when the front velocity was higher than 20 cm/s (where the Reynolds number is approximately 5). A Newtonian fluid displacing oil of lower viscosity will diminish the displacement efficiency in this geometry as its velocity increases.
We performed then similar experiments using the viscoelastic fluid (PAM-6000) as a displacing fluid. The interface profiles are shown in Figure 6. It shows that the shape of the interface is in this case, essentially independent of the displacing fluid velocity, with the exception of very low velocities where interfacial tension may play a substantial role.

We can point-out that under the same inertial conditions and with a similar surface tension, the interface profiles of the Newtonian fluid – oil system, are very different compared to the PAM-6000 – oil case. The only additional factor that we can consider to explain these differences is the elasticity of the formulations.

This observation is in agreement with Lee’s observations [21, 22], who studied the displacement of Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids with air. Their experiments show that the shape of the interface changes according to the fluids and their elasticity level. One of the basic conclusions is that the elasticity of the fluid seems to retain the deformation originated by the air.

### 3.3 Quantifying the Difference between Steady State Profiles: Newtonian vs Elastic Fluids

We propose a macroscopic criterion to quantify this effect, named the additional displaced oil ($\phi$). It represents the ratio between the apparent surface of oil displaced by a fluid and the apparent surface of oil that is displaced for a Newtonian fluid under the same flow conditions. If this value is positive the studied fluid is more effective for the displacement of oil than the Newtonian fluid:

$$\phi = \frac{\text{Surface displaced}_{\text{WE fluid}} - \text{Surface displaced}_{\text{Newtonian fluid}}}{\text{Surface displaced}_{\text{Newtonian fluid}}}$$

In the following, we compare the evolution of this parameter calculated for a 1 cm long profile in the $x$-direction, as a function of the flow characteristics. These flow characteristics will be expressed through the values of dimensionless numbers which represents the ratio of typical forces in the experience: the capillary number $Ca$ ($Ca = \eta v / \sigma$, where $\sigma$ is water-oil interfacial tension) which represents the relation between viscous forces and interface forces, and the Weissenberg number $Wi$ ($Wi = \lambda \cdot \gamma$) as a measure of the elasticity of the fluid. The results can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity (cm/s)</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>PAM-6000</th>
<th>Newtonian fluid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, for 0.5 cm/s and 1 cm/s the interface shape is very similar, with these conditions interface forces are dominant. When differences become relevant interface forces have decreased (as a consequence of viscous forces augmentation) and inertial forces have increased but this is happening in both fluids. The only substantial difference that we can see is evidenced in $Wi$, which actually goes from 0.58 to 17.5 in that velocity range. This analysis confirms that interfacial tension tends to stabilize the interface formation at very low velocities but is not that effective at high velocities, where elasticity tends to establish the shape of the interface.

In order to drastically change one of the parameters, low interfacial tension experiences were carried out. We add a surfactant to the displaced fluid in order to lower the interface tension by a decade and then obtained a capillary number ten times higher. Those results are gathered in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity (cm/s)</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>PAM-6000</th>
<th>Newtonian fluid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As interfacial tension was 10 times decreased, interface stability is affected in general as expected in [23]. As a consequence, $\phi$ remains lower compared to normal tension experiences.
3.4 Normal Stress Difference as a Measure of Elastic Effects on Interface Shape

Nevertheless, the term elasticity needs to be precised. In our experiments in the uniform channel, the flow develops mainly along a single direction so that the extensional flow contribution is generally much smaller than the shear flow contribution. The flow characteristics are more complex around the interface as a result of the slight motion of recirculation of the fluid which makes it possible to keep a stationary interface while the velocity is certainly not uniform in each fluid region. However, this motion does not specifically involve an extensional flow, it is essentially a simple shear in a rotating frame. At last, there is also some extensional flow component due to the entrance in the channel but in our case the interface at the beginning of the test was situated sufficiently far from the entrance. Finally, the extensional components in the strain rate tensor can be considered as negligible, which implies that in our tests extensional effects were negligible regarding the effects of normal stress difference.

Considering this feature, we are going to state that $N_1$ is a good measure to reflect the appearance of the elastic effects in this geometry. In Figure 7, profiles of PAM-4000 are compared against the Newtonian fluid at 1 cm/s and no difference between those profiles is found; velocity of the displacing fluid has to be raised to 5 cm/s for differences between those profiles to begin to manifest. In Figure 8, the same fact is verified when the profiles of PAM-6000 are compared against the Newtonian fluid, but in this case, at 1 cm/s the profiles are already different, it is necessary to descend to very low velocities as 0.5 cm/s to have similar profiles between the Newtonian and the viscoelastic fluid.

Considering that the front velocity of 1 cm/s corresponds to a shear rate of 30 s$^{-1}$ (calculated as the average shear rate in the geometry) the difference between PAM-6000 and PAM-4000 lies in the existence of non-negligible $N_1$ value. For PAM-6000 $N_1$ value is about 40 Pa at 30 s$^{-1}$ (corresponding to a 1 cm/s velocity) whereas for PAM-4000, it is negligible with these shear conditions. To corroborate this observation, when the front velocity is 0.5 cm/s, the corresponding shear rate (average shear in the geometry) is 15 s$^{-1}$, $N_1$ value is just above 10 Pa for the PAM-6000, which is fairly low and therefore considered negligible and not enough to be relevant to affect the profile. Saying this, we propose that the origin of the differences between the profiles is related to the magnitude of displacing fluid normal stress difference $N_1$.

Moreover, Figure 6 indicates that these normal stress effects, as soon as they start to be significant, tend to stabilize the profile to a given general shape, with no evolution when normal stress continues to rise. This surprising result suggests that when elastic component is increased, some additional...
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*Figure 7*
Comparison of interface profiles between PAM-4000 and the Newtonian fluid a) at 1 cm/s no difference is noticed, b) at 5 cm/s, profiles are completely differentiated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity (cm/s)</th>
<th>PAM-6000</th>
<th>Newtonian fluid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>$Ca$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
effect linked to interfacial, viscous and inertial forces tends to damp the interface deformation resulting in the same equilibrium interfacial shape. Further study with fluids with even more precisely controlled rheological properties would be needed to get more information on that point.

3.5 Effect of the Shear Thinning Behavior in Steady State

Other experiments were conducted using no elastic shear thinning water-Xanthan formulation ($N_1 = 0$ for every shear rate) to push the oil. No difference can be seen when comparing the resulting interface shapes with those obtained with the Newtonian displacing fluid (Fig. 9) in a large range of velocities.

Figure 8
Comparison of interface profiles between PAM-6000 and the Newtonian fluid. a) At 0.5 cm/s, no difference is noticed. b) At 1 cm/s, profiles starts to be differentiated. c) Finally, at 5 cm/s, the viscoelastic profile is much more flat compared to the other.

Figure 9
Comparison of interface profiles between Xanthan and the Newtonian fluid at a) 5 cm/s, b) 8 cm/s. No difference is noticeable between profiles.
and thus shear rates). This result shows that elasticity of the displacing fluid characterised by its normal stress, is responsible for the difference in the interface profile that have been demonstrated, whereas shear thinning property of the displacing fluid does not have any impact.

3.6 Normal Stress Impacts on Liquid-Liquid Interface Shaping: A Simple Model

A simple model provides a qualitative explanation to these effects. At equilibrium, the two fluids are simply behind each other in the channel. If surface tension and inertia effects are negligible during the start up flow phase, the flow characteristics in each fluid may be well described, as a first approximation, by those of the fluid as if it was alone in the channel. In a plane \((x, y)\) far from the channel sides, at first order the velocity is independent of \(z\) and the only non-zero component \((\nu)\) of the velocity is along the \(x\) axis. Locally, we thus have essentially a simple shear with a shear rate \(\dot{\gamma} = dv/dy\). Under these conditions it may be shown that the stress tensor only depends on \(\nu\) and the momentum equation reduces to \(\partial \tau_{xx}/\partial y = 0; \partial \tau_{xy}/\partial y = 0\), in which \(p\) is the pressure and \(\tau_{xy}\) and \(\tau_{yy}\) are the shear and normal stresses. In the (Newtonian) oil, we have \(\tau_{xx} = \eta \nu\) and \(\tau_{yy} = 0\) and the momentum equation leads to \(\partial \tau_{xy}/\partial y = A = dp/\partial x\), in which \(A < 0\) is a constant. We deduce the usual “Poiseuille” velocity profile:

\[
v(y) = -(A/2\eta)(d^2 - y^2)
\]

For the sake of simplicity, we represent the steady state simple shear behaviour of our viscoelastic fluids with linear expressions for the shear and normal stresses: \(\tau_{xy} = \eta \nu\), \(\tau_{yy} = \alpha \nu\), in which \(\alpha\) is a viscosity coefficient for the normal stress. This model is a rough approximation in the case of the PAM fluids for which one would need to assume \(\eta\) and \(\alpha\) to be apparent viscosities varying with \(\dot{\gamma}\). Since \(\tau_{xx}\) only depends on \(y\), the momentum equation implies that the pressure expresses as \(p = f(y) + g(x)\).

As this pressure gradient is maximum at the center of the cell and propagates in all directions, a constant value is finally deduced: \(g(x) + Ax\) with \(\partial \tau_{xy}/\partial y = A\), so that the velocity profile is still given by the above Poiseuille law. However, the pressure is now given as \(p(x, y) = Ax + \alpha \nu = A(x + \nu/\eta)\), in which the additional integration constant was dropped.

Thus when the fluid developing normal stresses is alone in the channel, its flow characteristics are similar to those of a simple Newtonian fluid except that the pressure distribution is more complex. When it is in contact with a Newtonian fluid for which the pressure simply varies linearly with \(x\) the interface does not simply result from the fluid deformation according to Poiseuille law, since it would not allow for the pressure continuity (expected in the absence of surface tension effects). The interface shape will tend to adjust in order to take into account the pressure shift due to the normal stress effect: according to the above equation, the interface will be shifted towards larger \(x\) (where the pressure is smaller) for larger \(y\) (Fig. 10).

This approach is based on a few reasonable hypothesis and is in accordance with the trends observed in our data, even if it doesn’t allow to deduce quantitatively the deformation of the resulting interface.

CONCLUSIONS

Using model geometries and controlled rheology fluids, we have shown that pushing a Newtonian oil by an immiscible fluid in an Hele Shaw cell is more efficient with viscoelastic fluids than with Newtonian fluids and that those effects are closely related to the apparitions of normal stresses independently of shear thinning property or variation of interfacial tension as soon as viscous effects govern the flow. This effect, that for the best of our knowledge has never been demonstrated, suggests that this property of viscoelastic fluids could be adjusted in order to optimize the efficiency in enhanced oil recovery. However for flow through more complex geometries such as porous media it remains, among others, to study whether the extensional effects do play a role. This study is under progress in order to progressively establish physical mechanisms that will provide a global understanding of viscoelastic influence on enhanced oil recovery.
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